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Tadabbor Magazine

It’s a periodical scientific precise magazine. It is concerned 
with refereeing and publishing research and scientific studies 
which are related to fields of interpretation of the Holy Qur’an. 
This magazine is being issued twice a year.

Vision:-

This magazine should be researchers’ first choice to publish 
their researches which are related to interpretation the holy 
Qur’an.

Mission:

This magazine should be precise scientific pot for researchers 
to publish their scientific works which related to interpretation 
the holy Qur`an according to international professional criteria 
for publication.

Target:-

 ● Encouraging scientific research which is related to 
interpretation of the holy Qur`an.

 ● Publishing scientific research and studies which are 
related to interpretation on the holy Qur`an.

 ● Applying a scientific communication between those 
concerned with Qur`anic studies through the exchange 
of experiences.
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 ● Opening new horizons for a scientific research which is 
specialized in the fields of interpretation the holy Qur`an.

Publishing fields in the magazine:-

First: Research and studies in the fields of interpretation the 
holy Qur`an:

 ● Scientific Rooting in Interpretation of the Holy Qur`an.

 ● Qur`anic Topics.

 ● Qur`anic Purposes.

 ● The Inimitability of the Holy Qur`an.

 ● Qur`anic Rhetoric.

 ● Teaching Interpretation of the Holy Qur`an. 

 ● Deduce from the holy Qur`an.

Second: Forums and conferences reports which are related 
to the interpretation of the holy Qur`an.

Third: Abstracts of the outstanding scientific researches in the 
fields which are related to the interpretation on the holy Qur`an.

Fourth:   The issues raised by the Editorial Board for which 
asks the specialists in the fields related to the interpretation of 
the holy Qur`an.

***
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Terms and Conditions of Publishing

First: The nature of the published materials:

The magazine aims to provide an opportunity for researchers 
in all countries around the world to publish their scientific 
production in the field of the interpretation of the holy Qur`an. 
This field is authentic and serious, and has the ethics of scientific 
research and scientific methodology.

The magazine publishes materials which were never previously 
published in the Arabic language and accepts the materials in any 
of the following categories:

 ● The Old research.

 ● Scientific reviews.

 ● Abstracts of outstanding scientific thesis.

 ● Reports of forums and scientific conferences.

Second: Guidelines for researchers to submit their 
researches:

1. Research’s pages number must not exceed (50) pages, 
size (17*24), including Arabic and English summaries 
and references and not less than 25 pages.

2. Page margins should be 2 cm from the (top, bottom, right, 
and left) a single line spacing. 
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3. (Lotus Linotype) is the font to be used for Arabic with size 
(16), size (12) for footnote and abstract and size (11) for 
tables and shapes.

4. (Roman New Times) is the font to be used for English 
with size (12) and size (10) for footnote, abstract, tables 
and shapes.

5. Qur`anic verses should be written in accordance with the 
copy of the Holy Qur`an on the King Fahd Compiler for 
Printing the Holy Qur`an with size (16), plain-colored 
(non-blackish).

6. Footnotes on each page should be put in the bottom 
separately. Footnotes' numbering of each page is 
independent and footnotes are adjusted automatically 
not manually.

7. Research data is written in Arabic and English, and should 
include (research title, researcher’s name, title and his/
her contact information, and titles of his/her previous 
scientific thesis).

8. The abstract's number of words must not exceed 
(250) words. It must include the following elements: 
(subject of research, its objectives, its methodology, 
the most important results and the most important 
recommendations) and taking care of editing accurately.

9. Each abstract (Arabic/English) is followed by function 
words (key words). These words should indicate the 
subject of research and main issues included accurately, 
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so that its number not exceeding (6) words.

10. The research should be free of any linguistic and/or 
grammatical mistakes. 

***
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Research Elements

The researcher regulates his research in accordance of 
(scientific research methodology) as follows: 

1. Writing an Introduction contains: (subject of research, its 
borders, its objectives, its methods, its procedures, and 
research plan).

2. Indicating the previous studies - if available - and his 
scientific addition on.

3. Dividing research into sections (subjects) according to 
(the research plan), so that they are related to each other.

4. Displaying a specific idea in each section (subject) to be a 
part of the central idea.

5. The research is written in an accurate scientific formulate. 
This formulate is free from linguistic and/or grammatical 
mistakes with the accuracy of the documentation.

6. Writing a conclusion with summary for the research 
which includes (results) and (recommendations).

7. Writing the underlying footnote by mentioning (the book's 
title, author's name, and part / page) by the applicable 
scientific approach in documenting the Islamic studies 
and the Arabic language. Example: Tongue of Arabs by 
Ibn Manzor  (233\2).  Qur`anic verse: it is referred to 
only in the text with the name of the chapter, followed by 
a colon: then the verse number (Al-Nisaa`:55).
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Researcher should be documenting the references at the end 
of the research according to the following order:

1. If the reference is a book: (<< the title of the book>> 
Author’s last name (nickname) then the first name and 
other names, the name of examiner - if available - , then 
edition statement, the city of publishing, publisher’s name 
then the year of publication. Ex:  <<Al-Game`Al-Sahih>> 
.Al- Tirmidhi, Abu Issa Mohamed Ibn Issa. Examining 
by:  Ahmad Muhammad Shakir and others.  2nd Edition, 
Bairut: Dar Ehyaa` Al-turath Al-Arabi, 2004 AC. 

2. If the reference (a scientific thesis not printed): (<< the 
title of the thesis>>. then Researcher's last name (the 
family name), then the first name and other names. Then, 
the type of thesis (Master | Ph. D.). The place: the name 
of the college, the name of the university, and then year). 
Example: << Jacob bin Shaybah Alsodosi:  his implications 
and approach in the wound and the amendment(Aatharih 
wa manhagih fi Al-Garh wa Altadeel >>. Al-Mutairi, Ali 
bin Abdullah. Master Thesis, Saudi Arabia: College of 
Education, King Saud University, 1418 AH.

3. If the reference (an article of the magazine): (<< the title 
of the article >>, Author's last name (family name), then 
the first name and other names,  then the magazine or 
Journal name, the place , hardcover number (editions 
number), the year of publication, the page from .. to ..). 
Example: << Imam Affan bin Muslim Al-SSaffar and 
his method of receiving, performance and criticism>>.  
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Al-Mutairi, Ali bin Abdullah. Qassim University Magazine: 
Islamic science, Qassim. (3), (1), 1431 AH, 35-85.

4. In addition to the mentioning of some abbreviations that 
have not such a statement in the reference data, which 
are as follows:

 ● Without the name of publisher: (W. P).

 ● Without the edition number: (W. P).

 ● Without the date of publication: (W. D). 

 - Reasearcher should mention resources at the end of 
research according to the following:

 - Sending a research site to the magazine is considered to be an 
undertaking by the researcher that the research has not been 
published before, neither it was submitted for publication, 
and will not be submitted for publication as well, until the 
end of arbitration proceedings in the magazine.

 - The editorial board of the magazine has the right of 
the initial examination of the research, and reports his 
eligibility for arbitration, or rejects it.

 - The researcher acquainted with the summary of arbitrators' 
reports for consideration and adjusts accordingly.  He 
explains his opinion whereas it is not objected with their 
words and the body settled the dispute between them.

 - In the case of (the acceptance of the research for 
publication), a message is sent to the researcher about 
(the acceptance of the research for publication). When the 
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research is rejected for publication, a message is sent as 
(an apology) for the researcher. 

 - The researcher, after the publication of his works in the 
magazine hass the right to publish it again after six months 
of its issuance, but He must refer to the publication of his 
work in the magazine.  

 - Sending a research via magazine's website is considered 
as an acceptance from the researcher of the terms of 
publishing in the magazine, and the Editorial Board has 
the right to determine the priorities of research publishing.

 - The opinions which are expressed in the published 
researches reflect the views of the researchers only, and 
not necessarily the opinion of the magazine.

 - The Certified authentication system for foreign references 
in the magazine is the system of (Chicago University).

 - In case of publishing the research, the researcher is given 
two copies of the magazine and also ten copies of the 
edition, which his research was published in. 

 - Published scientific articles in the magazine reflect the 
views of its owner.

***
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TADABBOR MAGAZINE

Index

1)  Researches:

1. Inimitability of Holy Quran According to Abdul Hamid 
Bin Badees. (Compilation & Studying)
By: Nabil Bin Ahmad Balhy.

2. Rhetorical Questioning in The Light of The Holy Quran
By: Prof. Ismail Sa’ed Rodwan.

3. The Devine Rules for the Universe and Society in The 
Holy Quran (Kind-Spoken & Insights).
Dr. Rasheed Kohous 

4. The Devine Rules for the Universe and Society in The 
Holy Quran (Kind-Spoken & Insights) The Chapter of Al-
Nasr, is a Science and Deeds.

Dr. Sherif Bin Taha Youssuf

2) The Abstracts of Scientific Thesis and Projects:

 ● Thesis of Consideration of The Holy Qur’an (A Rooting 
Study)

 ● The Project of (The Holy Quran as a Science and a Deed)
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3) Reports of Scientific Conferences

 ● The 1st Quranic International Conference (Using Quranic 
Studies in Resolving Contemporary Issues)

4) Summaries in English Language: 

***
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Research abstract

Inimitability of Holy Quran According to Abdul Hamid

Bin Badees. (Compilation & Studying)

By: Nabil Bin Ahmad Balhy.

Qur’an is an immortal scientific miracle indicates to its divine 
source, Ibn Badis plied in deduce the aspects of Quraan’s miracles 
during his explanation. 

During the time when the fascination with west’s materialistic 
civilization became more common, Ibn Badis plied to enhance 
the confidence in the faithful’s hearts with the book of God and 
its Sciences. 

This research aimed to combine the scattering opinions about 
the miracle of the Qur`an and its sides coupled with its applied 
examples in this divine world.  

It displayed its integrated view of this kind of Qur`anic 
sciences, and it has been adopting to achieve this analytical 
inductive method. 

Its explanations were extrapolated and its ideas and 
expressions relating to the miracle of Qur’an were analyzed.   
It was the most important results: Ibn Badis was a connoisseur of 
arts of the miracles of the Qur`an. 

He has a balanced holistic view for the sides of the miracles of 
the Qur`an. He recruited this knowledge in breeding generations 
on Qur`an’s foundations.  
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So it was the most important recommendations: the need to 
discuss the issue of miracles in the Qur’an upon the reformers 
scientists from the (Algerian Muslim Scholars Association); and 
its role in the Islamic renaissance and the reform of the nation. 

It is an important aspect was not given the right of research 
and analysis.

Key words:

Ibn Badis, The inimitability of the Holy Quran, terms of the 
miracles, the rhetoric miracle, the scientific miracle.

***
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Research abstract

Rhetorical Questioning in The Light of The Holy Quran

By: Prof. Ismail Sa’ed Rodwan.

This research titled (Rhetorical question in the light of the 
Holy Qur`an), which is one of the eloquence of the Qur’an 
Sciences, a part of the formation section of it, used in non-query 
Interrogative purposes and has been studying in the framework 
of analytical descriptive approach. 

The research has preface, during which the review of the 
importance of the subject, the reasons for its choice, the study’s 
objectives and its purpose, prior studies, researcher’s approach 
and  the research plan. 

The research is divided into three sections:  Whereas the 
first section treated the concept of Rhetorical question, which is 
defined as a compound term by defining each meaning separately; 
the lexical and contextual meaning. 

It mentioned what was written by the authors in their works 
of Qur`anic sciences, Arabic language’s experts on this delicate 
subject, and as well as the knowledge of how the Qur’an displayed 
this exact topic.  

It was found that applied examples of the rhetorical question 
in the Qur`an exceeded hundred and fifty positions.  

The second section, discussed examples about the rhetorical 
question in addressing the disbelief people; who are from bygone 
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nations, Polytheists of the Arabs, the People of the Book and the 
hypocrites. 

The third section, Examples of the rhetorical question was 
mentioned in addressing the people of faith; who includes the 
angels the prophets and the believers.

Conclusion showed seven results and three recommendations, 
and, has been back to seventy-one references.

***
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Research abstract

The Devine Rules for the Universe and Society 

in The Holy Quran (Kind-Spoken & Insights).

Dr. Rasheed Kohous

The Divine Sunan are the Qur`an’s philosophy for the universe 
and the life. And, it’s a balance that gives you knowledge about 
Nations and civilizations; Nation’s life are not upright unless 
it understands these cosmic and social Divine Sunan, its life is 
accorded and adapted to it. 

If the nation turned away from that and lost its way out of 
ignorance, or heedlessness, or carelessness, or stubbornness and 
arrogance, it inevitably will face the same fate of the fold and it 
will face its punishment without failure or favor. 

Research Targets:-

 ● Emphasizing on the importance of the subject of Divine 
Sunan and its position in the Qur`an.

 ● Definition of the cosmic and social Divine Sunan.

 ● Highlighting the observance of Divine Sunan in nation’s 
life.

Research Methodology:

This research does not out from the scope of the Qur`an; it 
is an objective study only from the Book of Allah . It adopted the 
inductive, analytical and deductive approach; by keeping track 
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of Qur`anic verses which related to Divine Sunan, then analyzed 
it by the adoption of the sayings of the interpreters, deduce the 
meanings and connotations, and what the verses guide to.

The most important search results:
The Qur`an brought out the Divine Sunan, showed its 

importance in the life of individuals, nations, and civilizations; 
and the impact of care of it.

The Divine Sunan including those related to the universe (this 
kind out of the human will and choice), There are those which 
related to human behavior - his movement in society and history 
- and legitimate eligibility. These types are linked to each other 
and they cannot be separated.

The Failure to observe Divine Sunan in human life has 
harmful impacts on the human; whether he is individual or group 
or nation or civilization.

Research Recommendations:-

Inclusion of the subject << Divine Sunan >> within the study 
courses in the universities of Islamic sciences and its colleges.

Customize university thesis at colleges and Islamic institutions 
to study of divine sunan in the Holy Qur`an; through theorization 
and application.

Key words:

Interrogative - denial - Holy Qur’an - negation - reprimand - 
exclamation.
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Research abstract

The Devine Rules for the Universe and Society 

in The Holy Quran (Kind-Spoken & Insights) 

The Chapter of Al-Nasr, is a Science and Deeds.

Dr. Sherif Bin Taha Youssuf

Research topic:

(The chapter of Al-Nasr) is a science and deed, meditative 
applied study for (the chapter of Al-Nasr), using project’s 
methodology (the Qur`an is a science and deed), which based 
on the approach of the Prophet methodology in dealing with the 
Holy Qur`an.

Targets:-

Activating what has been rooting in the project (the Qur’an is 
science and deed) with regard to the methodology of the Prophet 
in dealing with the Qur’an; (with science and deed); to bring the 
matter of understanding and reflection on the Qur’an, work on it, 
do its rights, full utilization of it , and help Muslims on the  Full 
utilization of ( the chapter of Al-Nasr) in particular  ( with science 
and deed ) as an example in this way. 

Methodology:-

I have not adopted only one approach in this study; because 
the nature necessitated in some sections adopting an inductive 
method more and in others adopting analytical method.
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That’s although it may be rare that one of Study sections 
or chapters has been limited to one approach, but in total the 
inductive method has the largest share, followed by the analytical 
one.

I cared about matters that serve the understanding, reflection 
and application directly, even the sections which related to 
explanations and Qur`anic sciences that we displayed.  

We displayed it from an objective side emphasizing on its 
scientific and applied reflection.  It was Used the maps, designs, 
and diagrams to summarize and highlight many points. 

Planning:

The study came as introducing as prepared to research, three 
sections, and reinforcing conclusion, then The conclusion came 
with the most important results and recommendations.

We tried in this study to show a set of important requirements 
and answer a series of questions related to the full and complete 
consideration of the chapter of Al-Nasr, with knowledge and 
deed, rooting and activation. 

Those things has been summarized in the (intention), 
(methodology), (importance), (mechanism), (realistic models) 
and (continuity).

The most important results: 

This study proved the ability (the approach of knowledge and 
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deed ) to apply on the chapters of the  Holy Qur`an. 

The prophet’s sunnah full of meditative and applied prospects 
regarding the Qur`anic verses and chapters. 

Prophetic dealing with the Quraan has been deeper and more 
complete than just doing the rights of buildings from reading, 
intonation and save the story of the chapter. 

And that the short buildings chapters as a chapter of victory, 
God has included preaching meanings that a person needs to 
reform his life and afterlife.

The most important recommendations:-

1. the necessity of adopting the integrated approach of the 
Prophet in Qur`anic Education: (faith and the Qur’an, 
knowledge and deed) in Qur`anic education institutions,  
circulated it, and training of workers in the Qur`anic 
education institutions on its assets and rules, and to invite 
the Muslim masses to return to it.

2. Exert more effort for the chapters and the verses which 
Muslims used much. They are frequently repeating these 
verses in their life these days; because they are easy to 
approach and include the treasures which people needs 
to be near to them.

3. Necessity to raise Muslims’ awareness (with rooting and 
activation) with necessity of reading Prophetic Sunnah 
to know about meditative and applied prospectors for 
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Qur`anic chapters and verses; emphasizing on that studying 
of the chapter (Sura)should not be limited  on what stated 
in the explanation books because that leads to the purpose 
of  (scientific education), but the practical education (with 
Interpretation and Following) is the most important. 

Key words:-

Victory – interpretation  - science – deed - Method – sunnah 
(ways of life).

***


